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Statistical Simulation Models for Cascaded
Rayleigh Fading Channels
Yazan Ibdah and Yanwu Ding
Abstract
In this paper, we present statistical simulators for cascaded Rayleigh fading channels with and
without line-of-sight (LOS). These simulators contain two individual summations and are therefore easy
to implement with lower complexity. Detailed statistical properties, including auto- and cross-correlations
of the in-phase, quadrature components of the channels, envelopes, and squared envelopes, are derived.
The time-average statistical properties and the corresponding variance are also investigated to justify
that the proposed simulators achieve good convergence performance. Extensive Monte Carlo simulations
are performed for various statistical properties to validate the proposed simulators. Results show that
the simulators provide fast convergence to all desired statistical properties, including the probability
density function (PDF), various auto- and cross-correlations, level crossing rate (LCR), and average
fading duration (AFD). While various tests and measurements in dense scattering urban and forest
environments indicate that mobile-to-mobile channels may experience cascaded Rayleigh fading, the
proposed statistical models can be applied to simulate the underlying channels.
Index Terms
Cascaded Rayleigh fading, line-of-sight, mobile-to-mobile, statistical channel model, envelope, auto-
correlation, cross-correlation, level crossing rate, average fading duration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile-to-mobile communications have found more and more applications in systems where the
terminals and nodes are no longer stationary [1], [2], such as mobile ad hoc wireless networks [3], wireless
local area networks [4], intelligence transportation systems [5]–[7], and vehicular-to-vehicular systems [8].
Consequently, successful development of statistical models or simulators for mobile-to-mobile (M-M)
channels is inevitable in order to understand the statistical properties of the underlying channels and
effective designs for the systems. A pioneering mathematical reference model for M-M channels is found
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Wichita State University, 1845 N.
Fairmount, Wichita, KS 67260. Emails : {yxibdah, yanwu.ding}@wichita.edu. Part of the material in this paper was presented
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2in the earlier work of Akki and Haber [9] and Akki [10]. This analysis is then extended to account for
scattering in three dimensions by Vatalaro and Forcella [11]. A modified statistical model for suburban
outdoor-to-indoor M-M communications channels has been discussed in [12]. A double-summation-of-
sinusoids statistical model is applied to simulate M-M channels, assuming omni-directional antennas and
isotropic scattering around the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) [13]. Due to the uniform scattering
around the Tx and Rx, the statistical model in [13] is also referred to as a “double-ring” statistical
model (the single-ring statistical model is proposed for fixed-to-mobile channels [14]). The double-ring
model is further modified to generate multiple uncorrelated complex faded envelopes using orthogonal in-
phase and quadrature components [15]. The modification offers a faster convergence and lower variance
at higher complexity. The double-ring concept is also applied to modeling M-M channels where a line-of-
sight component exists between the Tx and Rx [16] (the single-ring-based fixed-to-mobile Rican channel
models can be found in [17], [18]). In [19], stochastic properties for M-M narrow-band channels are
derived from a geometrical two-ring scattering model, assuming that both the transmitter and the receiver
are surrounded by an infinite number of local scatters. The model is further extended to a three-ring
scattering model [20].
While the double-ring model characterizes a category of mobile-to-mobile channels that follow a
Rayleigh fading distribution, various measurements in dense scattering urban and forest environments
where signals diffract from street corners, building edges, and moving vehicles, suggest that if large
separations between the Tx and Rx are much larger than both radii rings [19] at the TX and Rx, then the
mobile-mobile channels follow fading distributions that are more severe than a single Rayleigh fading.
In [12], the outdoor-to-indoor M-M radio channel measurements show that the received power follows a
double-Rayleigh distribution rather than a single Rayleigh distribution. Similar observations are seen in
the measurements [21], whereas the Tx is moving in within a circle of a 1 m and the RX are randomly
chosen within a 10 m by 10 m square with no line of sight. The measurements in [22]–[24] indicate that
severe (worse than Rayleigh) fading in vehicle-vehicle channels is observed in small cities, urban, and
suburban areas, motorways, and highways.
In [25], [26], the concept of a mixture of single, double, and triple Rayleigh distributions is introduced
to represent a general M-M channel. The general multiple Rayleigh channel transfer function was initially
suggested in [12] for studying dense scattering environments. Effective statistical simulators for cascaded
or multiple Rayleigh fading M-M channels seem sparse in the literature. In this paper, we develop
two statistical simulators for a cascaded Rayleigh fading channel with no line-of-sight (NLOS) and
extend the models to channels with LOS. The simulators contain two individual summations; therefore,
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3they are easy to implement with lower complexity. With appropriately chosen parameters, the proposed
models can achieve the desirable statistical properties in a small number of trials, and provide satisfactory
convergence performance. Detailed statistical properties, including auto- and cross-correlations of the in-
phase, quadrature components of the channels, envelopes, and squared envelopes are derived for the
simulators. The time-average statistical properties and corresponding variance are also investigated to
justify that the proposed simulators can achieve good convergence performance. Extensive Monte Carlo
simulation results are provided for various statistical properties to validate the proposed simulators.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief review of the general
multiple Rayleigh channel transfer function and presents the proposed channel models without LOS and
with LOS. Section III presents detailed statistical properties of the proposed models. Simulations results
are provided in Section IV, and Section V concludes the paper with a summary of observations.
II. STATISTICAL CHANNEL SIMULATORS FOR CASCADED RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNELS
A. Transfer function of cascaded Rayleigh fading channels
In highly dense scattering environments, the transmission path between the Tx and Rx are composed of
many scattering paths. Fig. ?? illustrates a multiple scattering environment between two mobile terminals
with no LOS exists between the Tx and Rx (first graph) and a LOS (second graph). We assume that the
distance between the transmitter and receiver is much larger than both radii of the scattering rings at the
Tx and Rx, the channel in the first graph follows cascaded Rayleigh distribution with NLOS, and that in
the second graph cascaded Rayleigh distribution with LOS.
A cascaded Rayleigh transfer function is suggested in [12], assuming that the two groups of scatter
at the transmitter and the receiver are stationary and located a relatively large distance apart with a
separation distance of D ≫ Rt + Rr, where Rt and Rr are the radii of the scatters around the Tx and
Rx, respectively. The transfer function is presented as
ggeneral(t) =
N∑
n=1
AnGT (kT n)e
j(ω
T n
t+Φ
T n
)
M∑
m=1
BmGR(kRm)e
j(ω
Rm
t+Φ
Rm
) (1)
where subscripts T and R are associated with Tx and Rx, respectively, An,ΦTn , n = 1, · · · , N , are
the identically distributed random (i.i.d) amplitude and phase of N scatter components around the Tx,
Bm,ΦRm ,m = 1, · · · ,M are the i.i.d amplitude and phase of M around the Rx, GT and GR are antennas
gains, k
T n
and k
Rm
are unit vectors corresponding, respectively, to the direction of departure and arrival
of the n-th scatter at Tx and m-th scatter at the Rx, and ω
Tn
and ω
Rm
are Doppler spreads of the Tx and
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4Rx. Efficient statistical simulators for (1) were left unexplored. In this section, we develop four channel
simulators (Simulators A, B, C, and D) for the cascaded Rayleigh fading channels without and with LOS.
B. Statistical channel simulators without LOS
In this subsection, two simulators, namely Simulators A and B, are presented for cascaded Rayleigh
fading without LOS in (1).
1) Simulator A: In the statistical channel model, the complex scattering components in cascaded
Rayleigh fading channels are given by
g
A
(t) =
√√
2
Q
Q∑
n=1
e
j
Ä
2πf1t cos(γn)+θn
ä √
2
P
P∑
m=1
e
j
Ä
2πf2t cos(ζm)+Φm
ä
(2)
where Q and P designate the number of scatters around the Tx and Rx, respectively, f1 and f2 are the
Doppler’s shift frequencies, θn and Φm ∈ [−π, π), n = 1, · · · , Q,m = 1, · · · , P , are the phase shifts for
each scatter from the Tx and to the Rx and they are i.i.d for all n and m. γn represents the angle of
departure for the n-th scatter at the Tx, and ζm is the angle of arrival for the m-th scatter at the Rx,
given by, respectively,
γn =
2nπ − π + ψ
4Q
, ζm =
2mπ − π + ϕ
2P
, (3)
where ψ, ϕ are independent and uniformly distributed in [−π, π). While those angles can be chosen as
either dependent on or independent of n and m [13], [14], [16], [18], we choose them to be independent
in order to reduce the complexity of the simulator.
2) Simulator B: The angles of departures and arrivals for Simulator A, as indicated in (3), are in
[0, π/2) and [0, π), respectively. In fact, smaller angles of departures and arrivals in the scatters are
expected for the channels under discussion, because the distance between Tx and Rx is relatively large with
D ≫ Rt+Rr. However, our simulations suggest that if the range of angles of arrivals is chosen smaller,
the convergence performance of Simulator A degrades, especially for the cross-correlation between the
in-phase and quadrature components. We seek an alternative simulator with an improved performance and
the angles of departures and arrivals are both in [0, π/2) to achieve a better representation of scattering
patterns in the channels between a TX and Rx with larger separations.
We assume that Simulator B has the following form: g
B
(t) =
Ä
g1c(t)+jg1s(t)
äÄ
g2c(t)+jg2s(t)
ä
, where
gic(t) and gis(t), i = 1, 2, are the sinusoidal functions which characterize, respectively, the scattering at
the Tx and Rx. Here, we present the steps to obtain the functions at Tx, g1c(t) and g1s(t), while same
procedure applies to obtain g2c(t) and g2s(t) at the Rx.
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5Let αk = 2kπ−π+ψKTx , and θk, k = 1, · · · ,KTx, denote the angle of departure and phase for the k-
th scatter at the Tx, where ψ, θk are statistically independent and uniformly distributed in [−π, π)
for all k, and KTx is the number of scatters around the Tx. Next, we evaluate a summation of series
of exponentials: ∑KTxk=1 exp Äj(2πf1t cos(αk) + θk)ä. While the summation admits a similar expression
as the first summation in Simulator A, we consider a special case, KTx = 4N with N > 1
being an integer. The summation is obtained as four terms corresponding to the quarters of KTx,∑KTx
k=1 exp
Ä
j(2πf1t cos(αk) + θk)
ä
=
∑3
ℓ=0Ωℓ, where Ωℓ =
∑(ℓ+1)N
n=ℓN+1 exp
(
j
Ä
2πf1t cos(αn) + θn
ä)
=∑N
n=1 exp
(
j
Ä
2πf1t cos(αn +
ℓπ
2 ) + θn+ℓN
ä)
, ℓ = 0, · · · , 3. Introducing uniform distributed random
phases Θn ∈ [−π, π), n = 1, · · · , N , where Θn is independent of ψ, θk for all n and k, one can rewrite
Ωi, i = 1, 2, 3 as
Ω1 =
N∑
n=1
exp
(
j
Ä
2πf1t cos(αn +
π
2
)−Θn
ä)
, (4)
Ω2 =
N∑
n=1
exp
(
j
Ä
2πf1t cos(αn + π)− θn
ä)
, (5)
Ω3 =
N∑
n=1
exp
(
j
Ä
2πf1t cos(αn +
3π
2
) + Θn
ä)
. (6)
The range of angles of departure in Ωℓ, ℓ = 0, · · · , 3 is in (0, π/2) as specified by αn, n = 1, · · · , N (the
range give by αk, k = 1, · · · ,KTx is in (0, π/2)). We assign the sinusoidal functions at the Tx, i.e.
g1c(t) and g1s(t) equal, respectively, to the terms associated with cos(αn) and sin(αn) in
∑3
ℓ=0 Ωℓ,
along with a normalizing factor. Notice Ω0 + Ω2 = 2
∑N
n=1 cos
Ä
2πf1t cos(αn) + θn
ä
, and Ω1 + Ω3 =
2
∑N
n=1 cos
Ä
2πf1t sin(αn)+Θn
ä
. We obtain g1c(t) =
√√
2
N
∑N
n=1 cos
Ä
2πf1t cos(αn)+θn
ä
, and g1s(t) =√√
2
N
∑N
n=1 cos
Ä
2πf1t sin(αn)+Θn
ä
for Simulator B. It is worth to mention that the choice of g1c(t) and
g1s(t) at the Tx coincide with the terms in the statistical model of fixed-to-mobile cellular channels [14].
Let βk = 2kπ−π+ϕKRx , and Φk, k = 1, · · · ,KRx denote the angle of arrival and phase for
the k-th scatter at the Rx, where ϕ, Φk are uniformly distributed in [−π, π), and they are im-
pendent for all k, and KRx is the number of scatters around the Rx. Evaluating the summation∑KRx
k=1 exp
(
j
Ä
2πf2t cos(βk)+Φk
ä)
for KRx = 4M , and following similar procedure describe above, we
obtain g2c(t) =
√√
2
M
∑M
m=1 cos
Ä
2πf2t cos(βm) +Φm
ä
, and g2s(t) =
√√
2
M
∑M
m=1 cos
Ä
2πf2t sin(βm) +
Ψm
ä
for Simulator B. The range of angles of arrivals at the Rx is in (0, π/2) as specified by
βm, m = 1, · · · ,M . In summary, Simulator B is expressed as
g
B
(t) =
Ä
g1c(t) + jg1s(t)
äÄ
g2c(t) + jg2s(t)
ä
(7)
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6where gic(t) and gis(t), i = 1, 2 are defined as
g1c(t) =
 √
2
N
N∑
n=1
An(t), g1s(t) =
 √
2
N
N∑
n=1
Cn(t), (8)
g2c(t) =
 √
2
M
M∑
m=1
Bm(t), g2s(t) =
 √
2
M
M∑
m=1
Dm(t), (9)
An(t) = cos
Ä
2πf1t cos(αn) + θn
ä
, Cn(t) = cos
Ä
2πf1t sin(αn) + Θn
ä
, n = 1, · · · , N,Bm(t) =
cos
Ä
2πf2t cos(βm) + Φm
ä
, and Dm(t) = cos
Ä
2πf2t sin(βm) + Ψm
ä
,m = 1, · · · ,M , f1 and f2 are
the Doppler’s shift frequencies, θn, Θn ∈ [−π, π), n = 1, · · · , N are the phase shifts in the n-scatter at
the Tx, Φm, Ψm,∈ [−π, π),m = 1, · · · ,M are the phase shifts in the m-scatter at the Rx and are i.i.d
for all n and m, αn is the angle of departure of the n-th scatter at the Tx, and βm is the angle of arrival
of the m-th scatter at the Rx, and they are calculated, respectively, as
αn =
2nπ − π + ψ
4N
, βm =
2mπ − π + ϕ
4M
, (10)
where ψ, ϕ are independent and uniformly distributed in [−π, π), and they are independent to all the
phases at the Tx and Rx. It is indicated that a statistical M-M model may result in faster convergence
rates by choosing a smaller range of angles of arrivals and departures [13]. Our simulations justify the
observation as well. Compared with Simulator A, Simulator B has faster convergence and requires fewer
number of trials to converge to the desired statistical properties.
C. Statistical channel simulators with LOS
Adding the LOS component to Simulators A and B, we present two simulators for cascaded Rayleigh
fading channels with LOS, namely Simulators C and D, as
Simulator C: h
C
(t) =
g
A
(t) +
√
2Kej(2πf3t cos(φ3)+φ0)»
2(1 +K)
, (11)
Simulator D: h
D
(t) =
g
B
(t) +
√
2Kej(2πf3t cos(φ3)+φ0)»
2(1 +K)
, (12)
where K is spectral to the scatter power ratio, φ0 is uniformly distributed in [−π, π), f3 is the Doppler
frequency caused by the relative velocity, because both Tx and Rx have mobility, φ3 is the relative
angle between the relative movement and the LOS component, and the values of f3 and φ3 are given,
respectively, by [16] as
f3 =
∣∣∣∣
√Ä
|v1| cos(φ12)− |v2|
ä2
+
Ä
|v1| sin(φ12)
ä2∣∣∣∣
λ
(13)
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7φ3 = cos
−1
Ç |v1|2 + |v3|2 − |v2|2
2|v1||v3|
å
+φ1 (14)
where v1 and v2 are, respectively, the speeds of the Tx and Rx, v3 is the relative speed calculated by
v3 = f3λ, λ is the wavelength of the carrier, φ1 is the angle between the Tx and the LOS, and φ12 is the
angle between the Tx and Rx directions. Simulator D has a slightly additional complexity compared to
Simulator C, due to the higher complexity in gB(t) than in gA(t). However, as indicated by the simulation
results, Simulator D provides faster convergence to the desired statistical properties even for a lower value
of K.
III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF PROPOSED MODELS
Because Simulators A and B, g
A
(t) and g
B
(t), have the same statistical properties, as do Simulators
C and D, h
C
(t) and h
D
(t), we focus on Simulators B and D when representing the statistical properties
in this section. To make notations less bulky, we drop the subscripts, and use g(t) and h(t) to present,
respectively, the simulators without and with LOS.
A. Second-order statistics for Simulator B
Let gc(t) = Re
Ä
g(t)
ä
and gs(t) = Im
Ä
g(t)
ä
be the real (in-phase) and imaginary (quadrature) parts of
Simulator B. The autocorrelation, the cross-correlation of the in-phase, quadrature components, and the
autocorrelation of complex envelopes are given below. Steps for the proof are presented in Appendix A.
Rgcgc(τ) = E
î
gc(t+ τ)gc(t)
ó
= J0(2πf1τ)J0(2πf2τ) (15)
Rgsgs(τ) = E
î
gs(t+ τ)gs(t)
ó
= Rgcgc(τ) (16)
Rgcgs(τ) = E
î
gc(t+ τ)gs(t)
ó
= 0, Rgsgc(τ) = E
î
gs(t+ τ)gc(t)
ó
= 0 (17)
Rgg(τ) =
1
2
E
î
g(t+ τ)g∗(t)
ó
=
1
2
Ä
Rgcgc(τ) +Rgcgs(τ) +Rgsgc(τ) +Rgsgs(τ)
ä
= J0(2πf1τ)J0(2πf2τ) (18)
R|g|2|g|2(τ) = E
î
g2c (t)g
2
c (t+ τ) + g
2
s(t)g
2
c (t+ τ) + g
2
c (t)s
2
s(t+ τ) + g
2
s(t)g
2
s (t+ τ)
ó
= 4 + 4J20 (2πf1τ) + 4J
2
0 (2πf2τ) + 4J
2
0 (2πf1τ)J
2
0 (2πf2τ) +
J0(4πf1τ)J0(4πf2τ)
4NM
+
J0(4πf1τ) + J0(4πf1τ)J
2
0 (2πf2τ)
N
+
J0(4πf2τ) + J0(4πf2τ)J
2
0 (2πf1τ)
M
+
4ξ(f1, τ)ξ(f2, τ)
N2M2
− 4M
Ä
1 + J20 (2πf2τ)
ä
+ J0(4πf2τ)
N2M
ξ(f1, τ)−
4N
Ä
1 + J20 (2πf1τ)
ä
+ J0(4πf1τ)
NM2
ξ(f2, τ) (19)
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8where J0 is the zero-order Bessel function first kind, ξ(f1, τ) =
∑N
n=1
(
E
î
cos
Ä
2πf1τ cos(αn)
äó)2
,
and ξ(f2, τ) =
∑M
m=1
(
E
î
cos
Ä
2πf2τ cos(βm)
äó)2
. The expectation terms in (19) can be evaluated
numerically. It is also worth noting that, although Simulator B has a different probability density
distribution function than the double-ring simulator in [13], their autocorrelation and cross-correlation
properties are the same.
The time-average correlations for Simulator B can be derived as
R˜gcgc(τ) = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
gc(t)gc(t+ τ)dt =
1
2MN
N,M∑
n,m=1
Ä
A˜n(τ)B˜m(τ) + C˜n(τ)D˜m(τ)
ä
(20)
R˜gcgs(τ) = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
gc(t)gs(t+ τ)dt = 0 (21)
R˜gsgc(τ) = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
gs(t)gc(t+ τ)dt = 0 (22)
R˜gsgs(τ) = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
gs(t)gs(t+ τ)dt =
1
2MN
N,M∑
n,m=1
Ä
A˜n(τ)D˜m(τ) + C˜n(τ)B˜m(τ)
ä
(23)
where A˜n(τ)= cos
Ä
2πf1τ cos(αn)
ä
, B˜m(τ)= cos
Ä
2πf2τ cos(βm)
ä
, C˜n(τ)= cos
Ä
2πf1τ sin(αn)
ä
, and
D˜m(τ) = cos
Ä
2πf2τ sin(βm)
ä
. The variance of the time-average correlations for Simulator B can be
derived as
Var[R˜gcgs(τ)] = E[R˜2gcgs(τ)]− (Rgcgs(τ))2 = 0 (24)
Var[R˜gsgc(τ)] = E[R˜2gsgc(τ)]− (Rgsgc(τ))2 = 0 (25)
Var[R˜gsgs(τ)] = E[R˜2gsgs(τ)]− (Rgsgs(τ))2 = Var[R˜gcgc(τ)] (26)
Var[R˜gcgc(τ)] = E[R˜2gcgc(τ)]− (Rgcgc(τ))2
=
(1+J0(4πf1τ))(1+J0(4πf2τ))+2NJ
2
0 (2πf1τ)(J0(4πf2τ)+1)+2MJ
2
0 (2πf2τ)(J0(4πf1τ)+1)
8NM
+
J20 (2πf2τ)
2N2
VA˜C˜ +
J20 (2πf1τ)
2M2
VB˜D˜ +
1
2N2M2
(
VA˜C˜VB˜D˜ + ξ(f1, τ)ξ(f2, τ)
)
− 1+J0(4πf2τ)+2MJ
2
0 (2πf2τ)
4N2M
ξ(f1, τ)− 1+J0(4πf1τ)+2NJ
2
0 (2πf1τ)
4NM2
ξ(f2, τ) (27)
where V
A˜C˜
=
∑N
n=1
Ä
E[A˜n(τ)C˜n(τ)] − E[A˜n(τ)]E[C˜n(τ)]
ä
and V
B˜D˜
=
∑M
m=1
Ä
E[B˜m(τ)D˜m(τ)] −
E[B˜m(τ)]E[D˜m(τ)]
ä
.
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9B. Second-order statistics for Simulator D
Autocorrelation, cross-correlation, autocorrelation of the complex envelopes, and autocorrelation of the
squared envelope for Simulator D are given below. Steps for the proof are presented in Appendix B.
Rhchc(τ) = E
î
hc(t+ τ)hc(t)
ó
=
J0(2πf1τ)J0(2πf2τ) +K cos
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
2(1 +K)
(28)
Rhchs(τ) = E
î
hc(t+ τ)hs(t)
ó
= −K sin
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
2(1 +K)
(29)
Rhshs(τ) = E
î
hs(t+ τ)hs(t)
ó
= Rhchc(τ) (30)
Rhshc(τ) = E
î
hs(t+ τ)hc(t)
ó
= −Rhchs(τ) (31)
Rhh(τ)=
1
2
E
î
h(t+ τ)h∗(t)
ó
=
1
2
Ä
Rhchc(τ) +Rhshs(τ)− jRhchs(τ) + jRhshc(τ)
ä
=
J0(2πf1τ)J0(2πf2τ) +Ke
j2πf3τ cos(φ3)
1 +K
(32)
R|h|2|h|2(τ) = E
î
h2c(t)h
2
c(̺) + h
2
s(t)h
2
c(̺) + h
2
c(t)h
2
s(̺) + h
2
s(t)h
2
s(̺)
ó
(33)
=
R|g|2|g|2(τ) + 8KRgcgc(τ) cos
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
+8K+4K2
4(1 +K)2
(34)
For sufficient N and M , the expression of (34) can be simplified as
R|h|2|h|2(τ) =
1
(1 +K)2
(
1 + J20 (2πf1τ) + J
2
0 (2πf2τ) + J
2
0 (2πf1τ)J
2
0 (2πf2τ)
+ 2K
Ä
1 + J0(2πf1τ)J0(2πf2τ) cos(2πf3τ cos(φ3))
ä
+K2
)
. (35)
The time-average correlations for Simulator D can be expressed as
R˜hchc(τ) =
R˜gcgc(τ) +K cos
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
2(1 +K)
(36)
R˜hchs(τ) = R˜hshc(τ) =
K sin
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
2(1 +K)
(37)
R˜hshs(τ) =
R˜gsgs(τ) +K cos
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
2(1 +K)
. (38)
The variance of the time-average correlations for Simulator D can be derived as
Var[R˜hchc(τ)] = E[R˜2hchc(τ)] − (Rhchc(τ))2 =
Var[R˜gcgc(τ)]
4(1 +K)2
(39)
Var[R˜hshs(τ)] = E[R˜2hshs(τ)]− (Rhshs(τ))2 =
Var[R˜gsgs(τ)]
4(1 +K)2
(40)
Var[R˜hchs(τ)] = E[R˜2hchs(τ)] − (Rhchs(τ))2 = 0 (41)
Var[R˜hshc(τ)] = E[R˜2hshc(τ)] − (Rhshc(τ))2 = 0 (42)
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IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section, we present extensive Monte Carlo simulation results on the statistical properties of the
proposed simulators. The simulation results are obtained using Ns = 106 samples in a 10s time duration
with sampling period Ts = 10−5s. The frequencies in all simulators are f1 = f2 = 100Hz, P = Q = 16
in Simulators A and C, M = N = 16 in Simulators B and D, and φ1 = φ12 = π2 in Simulators C and
D. All plots are obtained using one trial unless stated otherwise. We also simulate the double-ring [13]
and fixed-to-mobile channel models [14], [17], [27] to demonstrate the difference in statistical behavior
of cascaded Rayleigh fading and single Rayleigh fading distributions,
A. Probability density functions for channel envelopes
The distribution of channel envelopes for cascaded Rayleigh channels without and with LOS has
been discussed in [12], [28], [29]. Recognizing that the average power for simulators A and B is one, the
probability density function (PDF), the cumulative density function (CDF) of the envelopes of Simulators
A and B are given, respectively, by (major steps are provided in the Appendix G for convenience of
readers): pZ(z) = 2zK0
Ä
z
√
2
ä
, and PZ(Z ≤ z) = 1−
√
2zK1
Ä
z
√
2
ä
, where z represents the envelope
of Simulators A and B, i.e., |g(t)|, K0 and K1 are, respectively, the zero-order and first-order second
kind modified Bessel function. Using (12) in [29] with σi = 1√
2
√
1+K
, for i = 1, 2, the PDF for the
envelope of Simulators C and D is given by
pZ(z) =


4(1 +K)zI0
Ä
2
√
1 +Kz
ä
K0
Ä
2
√
K
ä
, for z <
√
K√
1+K
4(1 +K)zI0
Ä
2
√
K
ä
K0
Ä
2
√
1 +Kz
ä
, for z ≥
√
K√
1+K
(43)
where z = |h|, I0 is the zero-order first kind modified Bessel function.
Fig. ?? shows the simulation of the PDF of envelopes for Simulators A and B. The plots indicate
that distributions of envelopes of both simulators match the theoretical curves very well. For comparison,
simulations of the PDF for the double-ring M-M mobile channel simulator [13] is plotted. While the
envelope of the double-ring simulator follows Rayleigh distribution, Simulators A and B follow cascaded
Rayleigh (worse than Rayleigh) distribution.
Fig. ?? shows the simulation of the PDF of envelopes for Simulators C and D with different values of
K. For the special case K = 0, Simulators C and D becomes, respectively, Simulators A and B up to a
factor of
√
2. This figure shows that the distribution of envelopes of both simulators match the theoretical
curves in (43) for all values of K.
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B. Second-order statistics
Autocorrelation and cross-correlation of Simulator B. The autocorrelation of Simulator B is shown
in Fig. ?? using one and three trials. This figure suggests that Simulator B converges to the theoretical
autocorrelation in one trial, and the difference between the simulation and the theoretical (15) is smaller
in three trials. The cross-correlation is shown in Fig. ?? using one, three, and five trials. While simulated
cross-correlation using one trial converges to the theoretical (17) expression reasonably well, the simulated
cross-correlation converges to the theoretical expression more closely when more trials are used.
Autocorrelation and cross-correlation of Simulator D. The autocorrelation of Simulator D with
different values of K is shown in Fig. ??. These plots indicate that the simulated autocorrelation converges
to the theoretical expression very well in one trial. It can also be observed that the LOS component
dominates the autocorrelation as τ increases. This is because the Bessel function approaches zero when τ
is large, and the autocorrelation thus approachesK cos
Ä
2πf3 cos(φ3)
äÄ
2(1+K)
ä−1
. The cross-correlation
for various values of K is shown in Fig. ??. Again, the plots indicate that the simulation results converge
to theoretical expressions in (28) and (31) in one trial.
Fig. ?? plots the autocorrelation of the squared envelope for different values of K. The simulated
results converges to its theoretical in (34) in one trial. The plots suggests that the autocorrelation of the
squared envelope approaches 1 when τ is large, regardless of K. As τ → ∞, all Bessel terms in (34)
become zero, which results in R|h|2|h|2(τ) = K
2+2K+1
(1+K)2 = 1.
Variance of the time-average correlations for Simulator D. The variance of time-average autocor-
relation and cross-correlation for Simulator D with K = 0 and 10 are obtained by averaging 200 samples
for each τ . As shown in Fig. ??, the variance time-average autocorrelation and cross-correlation are,
respectively, in the magnitudes of 10−4 or 10−5. Since the plot for K = 0 reflects a variance of the
time-average correlations for Simulator B up to a factor of 2, the small variance in the figure confirms
that all proposed simulators have satisfactory convergence performance.
C. Higher-order statistics: LCR and AFD
The level crossing rate and the average fade duration are two important statistical properties related to
channel dynamics. At a specified level R, the LCR for a channel envelope is the rate (in crossings per
second) at which the channel envelope crosses in the positive (or negative) direction [10], [27], [30]. The
AFD is the average time duration that the envelope remains below the level R [27], [30]. Approximations
for LCR and AFD are plotted in [31], [32] for the cascaded Rayleigh fading channels. Here, we present
plots by numerical evaluation of the exact LCR and AFD functions.
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LCR for Simulator B. The LCR for the cascaded Rayleigh channel without LOS has the following
form [29], [33]:
L|g|(R) =
Ä
2π
√
2
ä 1
2Rf1
∫ ∞
0
x−2
√
a2R2 + x4 e−
R2+x4√
2x2 dx (44)
where a = f2
f1
, and R is the level. In the simulations of LCRs, the normalized LCRs and normalized signal
level are used [9], [10], [13], [27]. For simulator B, the normalized LCRs is L|g|f−11 , and normalized
signal level is defined as ρ = R√P , where
√P is the root mean square (rms) envelope level for the
channel, and P = 2. As shown in Fig. ??, the simulated LCR matches well with the theoretical (44).
For comparison, we also simulated the LCR for a fixed-to-mobile channel [14]. It can be observed that,
for given signal levels, the LCR for Simulator B is more likely higher than that for fixed-to-mobile and
double-ring models. This can be explained by the higher dynamics of the statistical properties in cascaded
Rayleigh fading than a single Rayleigh fading distribution.
LCR for Simulator D. The LCR for Simulator D is expressed as [29], [33]:
L|h|(R) =
Ä
1 +K
ä 3
4Rf1
∫ ∞
0
∫ π
−π
x−2
»
a2y1(R,ϑ) + x4
×
Ç
y2(R,ϑ, x)
(
1 + erf
(y2(R,ϑ, x)√
2
))
+
 
2
π
e−
y2
2
(R,ϑ,x)
2
å
e−
√
1+K(x2+
y1(R,ϑ)
x2
)dϑdx (45)
where erf(·) is the error function [34], and y1(R,ϑ) and y2(R,ϑ, x) are defined, respectively, as
y1(R,ϑ) = R
2 +
K
1 +K
− 2R
√
K cos(ϑ)√
1 +K
(46)
y2(R,ϑ, x) =
2xf3
√
K sin(ϑ)
f1
»√
1 +K
»
a2y1(R,ϑ) + x4
. (47)
The LCRs of Simulator D with different values of K are shown in Fig. ??. The normalized signal level
is ρ = R, since the rms envelope level for Simulator D is one. While the plots indicate a good match
between the simulated LCRs and the theoretical expression in (45), it is also observed that the higher
the K, the lower the observed LCRs.
AFD for Simulator B. Using (44) and the CDF for |g|, the AFD for Simulator B can be obtained
as [30]:
T|g|(R) =
PZ(z ≤ R)
L|g|(R)
=
(
1−
√
2RK1
Ä
R
√
2
ä)(
f1R
»
2π
√
2
∫ ∞
0
x−2
√
a2R2 + x4e−
R2+x4√
2x2 dx
)−1
(48)
In the simulations, normalized AFD [9], [10], [13], [14], [27] is plotted. For Simulator B, the normalized
AFD is T|h|f1. The plots in Fig. ?? shows agreement between the simulated AFD with the theoretical (48).
For lower level of signals (ρ < 0 dB), the AFD of Simulator B is longer than the AFDs of fixed-to-mobile
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and double-ring models; and for higher level of signals (ρ > 0 dB), the AFD of Simulator B is shorter
than those of fixed-to-mobile and double-ring models. This indicates that cascaded Rayleigh fading is
more severe fading than a single Rayleigh fading.
AFD for Simulator D. The AFD can be calculated as T|h|(R) = PZ(z≤R)L|h|(R) , where L|h|(R) is given
in (45), and the CDF of the envelope z = |h| is given by
PZ(Z ≤ z) =


2
√
1 +KzI1
Ä
2
√
1 +Kz
ä
K0
Ä
2
√
K
ä
, for z <
√
K√
1+K
1− 2√1 +KzI0
Ä
2
√
K
ä
K1
Ä
2
√
1 +Kz
ä
, for z ≥
√
K√
1+K
(49)
where I0 and I1 are the modified Bessel function first kind, zero-order and first-order, respectively. Fig. ??
shows the AFD for Simulator D. For lower level of signals (ρ < 0 dB), the value of AFD decreases
when the values of K increase (stronger component of LOS), and for higher level of signals (ρ > 0 dB),
the value of AFD increases when the values of K decrease (weaker component of LOS).
D. Complexity analysis
In this section, we examine the complexity of our proposed channel models. Since simulators are
sparse for M-M cascaded Rayleigh fading channels in the literature, we compare Simulators A and B
with the double-ring simulation model, one of the well-known simulators for M-M Rayleigh fading
channels. It is worth to mention that double-ring and the proposed simulators are for different categories
of M-M channels, the comparison is solely for the illustration of complexity and performance of the
proposed simulators. The number of additions required for Simulators A and B to generate one channel
sample are, respectively, 2(P +Q) and 2(M +N), and 2MN additions are required for the double-ring
model (same notations (M and N ) are used in [13]). Besides additions, one multiplication is required for
both Simulators A and B, and no multiplication is required for the double-ring model. Table I lists the
averaged CPU time elapsed when generating one channel sample for Simulators A, B, and double-ring.
A HP Compaq 8510p computer, Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU T7500 @ 2.20GHz, is used with
M = N = P = Q = 8 for all simulators. It can be seen that the elapsed time to generate one sample
for Simulators A and B is much shorter than that for the double-ring model. A relative CPU time is also
listed, with TD being the referenced time for the double-ring model.
To investigate the performance of convergence, we examine the mean square error (MSE) between
simulated autocorrelation and the theoretical for Simulators A, B, and double-ring model. These simulators
have an identical theoretical autocorrelation expression (15). The MSEs are obtained using one trial for
different complexity levels. As shown in the first four rows in Table II, if the same number of additions
are used to generate one channel sample, then both Simulators A and B have much better convergence
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performance with significantly smaller MSE than the double-ring model, and Simulator B provides the
best convergence performance. If the same number of sinusoids are used (in this case, Simulators A and
B have much less complexity), the convergence performance of Simulators A and B is still comparable
to that of the double-ring model. Fig. ?? plots the autocorrelations of Simulators A, B, and double-ring
model for the scenario listed in the second row of Table II, whereby the number of additions to generate
one channel sample is 200 for all simulators. The plots indicate that Simulator B has a faster convergence
rate than the double-ring model.
TABLE I
CPU TIME ELAPSED FOR ONE CHANNEL SAMPLE
Model Computations for one channel sample CPU time Relative
CPU time
Simulator A 2(Q+ P ) additions, 1 multiplication 3.8s 0.2 TD
Simulator B 2(M +N) additions, 1 multiplication 4.3s 0.23 TD
Double-Ring 2MN additions 18.8s TD
TABLE II
MSE AND COMPLEXITY
Additions for One Simulator A Simulator B Double-Ring
Channel Sample
128
5.34 × 10−4 2.12× 10−4 8.1× 10−3
{Q = P = 32} {M = N = 32} {M = N = 8}
200
3.19 × 10−4 1.80× 10−4 4.69× 10−3
{Q = P = 50} {M = N = 50} {M = N = 10}
288
1.92 × 10−4 1.64× 10−4 2.91× 10−3
{Q = P = 72} {M = N = 72} {M = N = 12}
392
1.78 × 10−4 1.28× 10−4 2.40× 10−3
{Q = P = 98} {M = N = 98} {M = N = 14}
32: Simulators A and B 7.3 × 10−3 2.8× 10−3 8.1× 10−3
128: Double-Ring {Q = P = 8} {M = N = 8} {M = N = 8}
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed statistical simulators for mobile-to-mobile channels, whereby the received signals
experience cascaded Rayleigh fading with or without LOS. The simulators contain two individual
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summations and are therefore easy to implement with lower complexity. Furthermore, the simulators
provide faster convergence to all the desired statistical properties, including the pdf, autocorrelations,
LCRs, and AFDs. Theoretical derivation of the time-averaged statistical properties and the corresponding
variance are derived to confirm that the proposed simulators have good convergence performance.
Extensive Monte Carlo simulation results on various statistical properties and complexity analysis are
provided to validate the proposed simulators. While measurements and tests in various highly dense
scattering environments confirm that the M-M channels may undergo cascaded Rayleigh fading (more
severe than single Rayleigh fading), our proposed simulators can be used to simulate the underlying
channels and reveal the corresponding statical properties.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of (15) and (17), autocorrelation and cross-correlation for Simulator B
From (7), the real and imaginary parts of Simulator B are given, respectively, by
gc(t) = Re
Ä
g(t)
ä
=
 
2
NM
N,M∑
n,m=1
Ä
An(t)Bm(t)− Cn(t)Dm(t)
ä
(50)
gs(t) = Im
Ä
g(t)
ä
=
 
2
NM
N,M∑
n,m=1
Ä
An(t)Dm(t) + Cn(t)Bm(t)
ä
(51)
For brevity of notations, we replace t+ τ with ̺ in the proceeding appendices. The autocorrelation can
be obtained by
E
î
gc(t)gc(̺)
ó
=
2
NM
E
[
N,M∑
n,m=1
Ä
An(t)Bm(t)− Cn(t)Dm(t)
ä N,M∑
k,j=1
Ä
Ak(̺)Bj(̺)− Ck(̺)Dj(̺)
ä]
=
2
NM
E
[ N,N∑
n,k=1
An(t)Ak(̺)
M,M∑
m,j=1
Bm(t)Bj(̺) +
N,N∑
n,k=1
Cn(t)Ck(̺)
M,M∑
m,j=1
Dm(t)Dj(̺)
−
N,N∑
n,k=1
An(t)Ck(̺)
M,M∑
m,j=1
Bm(t)Dj(̺)−
N,N∑
n,k=1
Cn(t)Ak(̺)
M,M∑
m,j=1
Dm(t)Bj(̺)
]
(52)
The cross-correlation is evaluated as
E
î
gc(t)gs(̺)
ó
= E
[ 2
NM
N,M∑
n,m=1
Ä
An(t)Bm(t)− Cn(t)Dm(t)
ä N,M∑
j,k=1
Ä
Aj(̺)Dk(̺) + Cj(̺)Bk(̺)
ä]
(53)
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Since θn,Θn,Φm,Ψm ∈ [−π, π) are statistically independent and uniformly distributed for
all n and m, we have E[∑N,Nn,k=1,n 6=kAn(t)Ak(̺)] = E[∑N,Nn,k=1,n 6=kCn(t)Ck(̺)] = 0, and
E[
∑M,M
m,j=1,m6=j Bm(t)Bj(̺)] = E[
∑M,M
m,j=1,m6=jDm(t)Dj(̺)] = 0. It is easy to justify E
î
gc(t)gc(̺)
ó
=
J0(2πf1τ)J0(2πf2τ) and E
î
gc(t)gs(̺)
ó
= 0.
Using [34] (p. 420-421), the following identities are listed for the convenience of the proceeding proof
of the simulators’ statistical properties.
E[
N,N∑
n,k=1
An(t)Ak(̺)] = E[
N∑
n
An(t)An(̺)] =
1
2
E[
N∑
n=1
A˜n(τ)] =
N
2
J0(2πf1τ) (54)
E[
N,N∑
n,k=1
Cn(t)Ck(̺)] = E[
N∑
n
Cn(t)Cn(̺)] =
1
2
E[
N∑
n=1
C˜n(τ)] =
N
2
J0(2πf1τ) (55)
M,M∑
m=1,j
E[Bm(t)Bj(̺)]=
M∑
m=1
E[Bm(t)Bm(̺)]=
1
2
E[
M∑
m=1
B˜m(τ)] =
M
2
J0(2πf2τ) (56)
M,M∑
m=1,j
E[Dm(t)Dj(̺)]=
M∑
m=1
E[Dm(t)Dm(̺)]=
1
2
M∑
m=1
E[D˜m(τ)] =
M
2
J0(2πf2τ) (57)
N,N∑
n,k=1
E[An(t)Ck(̺)] =
M,M∑
m,j=1
E[Bm(t)Dj(̺)] = 0. (58)
B. Proof of (28) and (31), autocorrelation and cross-correlation for Simulator D
The real and imaginary parts of Simulator D, respectively, are
hc(t) = Re
Ä
h(t)
ä
=
1√
1 +K
Ç 
1
2
gc(t) +
√
K cos
Ä
L(t)
äå
, (59)
hs(t) = Im
Ä
h(t)
ä
=
1√
1 +K
Ç 
1
2
gs(t) +
√
K sin
Ä
L(t)
äå
(60)
where L(t) = 2πf3t cos(φ3) + φ0. The autocorrelation is calculated as
E
î
hc(t)hc(̺)
ó
=
1
1 +K
E
[Ç 
1
2
gc(t) +
√
K cos
Ä
L(t)
äåÇ 1
2
gc(̺) +
√
K cos
Ä
L(̺)
äå]
(61)
The cross-correlation of Simulator D can be obtained as
E
î
hc(t)hs(t+τ)
ó
=
1
1 +K
E
[Ç 
1
2
gc(t)+
√
K cos
Ä
L(t)
äåÇ 1
2
gs(t+τ)+
√
K sin
Ä
L(t+τ)
äå]
(62)
Notice that the phase φ0 in L(t) and L(̺) is independent of other random variables in gc(t) and gs(t).
Taking the expectation with respect to φ0 and using the results in the autocorrelation and cross-correlation
for Simulator B, one can obtain the autocorrelation and cross-correlation as specified in (28) and (31).
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C. Proof of (19): Squared envelope correlation for Simulator B
The squared envelope correlation for Simulator B can be written as R|g|2|g|2(τ) = E
î
g2c (t)g
2
c (̺)
ó
+
E
î
g2c (t)g
2
s(̺)
ó
+ E
î
g2s(t)g
2
c (̺)
ó
+ E
î
g2s(t)g
2
s (̺)
ó
. The first term is expressed as
E
î
g2c (t)g
2
c (̺)
ó
=
4
N2M2
E
ñ N,M∑
n,m=1
Ä
An(t)Bm(t)− Cn(t)Dm(t)
ä N,M∑
u,p=1
Ä
Au(t)Bp(t)− Cu(t)Dp(t)
ä
×
N,M∑
q,r=1
Ä
Aq(̺)Br(̺)− Cq(̺)Dr(̺)
ä N,M∑
s,j=1
Ä
As(̺)Bj(̺)− Cs(̺)Dj(̺)
äô
. (63)
Expanding (63) and taking expectation with respect to the phases, we obtain E
î
g2c (t)g
2
c (̺)
ó
=
4
N2M2
(ΥAΥB + ΥCΥD +
M2N2
8 + 4κ), where ΥX = E
î∑N
n Xn(t)
∑N
u Xu(t)
∑N
q Xq(̺)
∑N
s Xs(̺)
ó
,
where X = {A,B,C,D}, and
κ = E
îN,N∑
n,s
An(t)As(̺)
N,N∑
u,q
Cu(t)Cq(̺)
M,M∑
m,j
Bm(t)Bj(̺)
M,M∑
p,r=1
Dp(t)Dr(̺)] (64)
Similarly, we have E
î
g2c (t)g
2
s(̺)
ó
= E
î
g2s(t)g
2
c (̺)
ó
= 4
N2M2
Ä
M2
4 (ΥA+ΥC)+
N2
4 (ΥB+ΥD)−4κ
ä
, and
E
î
g2s(t)g
2
s(̺)
ó
= 4
N2M2
(ΥAΥD +ΥCΥB +
M2N2
8 + 4κ). The term ΥA is evaluated as
ΥA = E
[ N∑
p
A2p(t)
N∑
j
A2j (̺)
]
+ E
[ N,N∑
n,u,n 6=u
An(t)Au(t)
N,N∑
q,s,q 6=s
Aq(̺)As(̺)
]
(65)
The first term in (65) is obtained as
E
î N∑
p
A2p(t)
N∑
j
A2j (̺)
ó
=
2N2 +NJ0(4πf1τ)
8
. (66)
The second term in (65) contains the following seven cases:
• Case 1. n 6= u, q 6= s, n = q, u 6= s;
• Case 2. n 6= u, q 6= s, n = s, q 6= u;
• Case 3. n 6= u, q 6= s, u = q, n 6= s;
• Case 4. n 6= u, q 6= s, u = s, n 6= q;
• Case 5. n 6= u, q 6= s, n 6= q, u 6= s;
• Case 6. n 6= u, q 6= s, n = q, u = s;
• Case 7. n 6= u, q 6= s, n = s, u = q.
The value of E
î∑N
n An(t)An(̺)
∑N
s,s 6=nAs(t)As(̺)
ó
is zero for Cases 1 to 5 and identical for Cases
6 and 7, and E
î∑N
n An(t)An(̺)
∑N
s,s 6=nAs(t)As(̺)
ó
case 6 or 7
=
N2J20 (2πf1τ)−
∑
N
n
Ä
E[A˜n(τ)]
ä2
4 . Therefore,
we have ΥA = 2N
2+NJ0(4πf1τ)+4N2J20 (2πf1τ)
8 −
∑
N
n
Ä
E[A˜n(τ)]
ä2
2 . In fact, the value of ΥA can also be
obtained following the steps in (48) Appendix I [35].
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Similarly, we have ΥC = 2N
2+NJ0(4πf1τ)+4N2J20 (2πf1τ)
8 −
∑
N
n
Ä
E[C˜n(τ)]
ä2
2 . It is straightforward to justify
E
î
C˜n(τ)] = E
î
C˜N−n(τ)], n = 1, · · · , N by the following steps:
E
î
C˜n(τ)] =
∫ π
−π
cos
Ä
2πf1τ cos(
2nπ − π + ψ
4N
)
ä 1
2π
dψ
=
∫ npi
2N
(n−1)pi
2N
cos
Ä
2πf1τ cos(θ)
ä4N
2π
dψ
=
∫ (N−n)pi
2N
(N−n−1)pi
2N
cos
Ä
2πf1τ sin(ϕ)
ä4N
2π
dϕ = E
î
C˜N−n(τ)] (67)
Denote ξ(f1, τ) =
∑N
n
(
E
î
A˜n(τ)
ó)2
=
∑N
n
(
E
î
C˜n(τ)
ó)2
. Then, we have
ΥA = ΥC =
2N2 +NJ0(4πf1τ) + 4N
2J20 (2πf1τ)
8
− ξ(f1, τ)
2
(68)
ΥB = ΥD =
2M2 +MJ0(4πf2τ) + 4M
2J20 (2πf2τ)
8
− ξ(f2, τ)
2
, (69)
where ξ(f2, τ) =
∑M
m
(
E
î
B˜m(τ)
ó)2
=
∑M
m
(
E
î
D˜n(τ)
ó)2
. Inserting the results for
E
î
g2c (t)g
2
c (̺)
ó
,E
î
g2c (t)g
2
s (̺)
ó
,E
î
g2s(t)g
2
c (̺)
ó
, and E
î
g2s(t)g
2
s (̺)
ó
into R|g|2|g|2(τ), we obtain
R|g|2|g|2(τ) =
4
N2M2
Ç
ΥA +ΥC +
N2
2
åÇ
ΥB +ΥD +
M2
2
å
=
4
N2M2
(
N2+N2J20 (2πf1τ)+
NJ0(4πf1τ)
4
−ξ(f1, τ)
)(
M2+M2J20 (2πf2τ)+
MJ0(4πf2τ)
4
−ξ(f2, τ)
)
.
(70)
Expanding (70) yields (19).
D. Proof of (34): Squared envelope correlation for Simulator D
The squared envelope correlation for Simulator D contains four terms as indicated in (33). The first
term is evaluated as
E
î
h2c(t)h
2
c(̺)
ó
=
1
(1 +K)2
E
[Ç 
1
2
gc(t) +
√
K cos
Ä
L(t)
äå2Ç 1
2
gc(̺) +
√
K cos
Ä
L(̺)
äå2ô
=
1
(1 +K)2
E
[Ç
1
2
g2c (t) +
√
2Kgc(t) cos
Ä
L(t)
ä
+K cos2
Ä
L(t)
äå
×
Ç
1
2
g2c (̺) +
√
2Kgc(̺) cos
Ä
L(̺)
ä
+K cos2
Ä
L(̺)
äåô
(71)
Note that E[gc(t)] = E[gc(̺)] = 0, E[cos
Ä
L(ℓt)
ä
] = E[cos
Ä
ℓL(̺)
ä
] = 0, ℓ = 1, 2, and E[g2c (t)] =
E[g2c (̺)] = Rgcgc(0) = 1. We have
E
î
h2c(t)h
2
c(̺)
ó
=
1
(1 +K)2
(
1
4
E
î
g2c (t)g
2
c (̺)
ó
+ 2KRgcgc(τ)E
î
cos
Ä
L(t)
ä
cos
Ä
L(̺)
äó
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+
K
2
E
î
cos2
Ä
L(t)
ä
+ cos2
Ä
L(̺)
äó
+K2E
î
cos2
Ä
L(t)
ä
cos2
Ä
L(̺)
äó)
(72)
The autocorrelation of the squared quadrature component E
î
h2s(t)h
2
s(̺)
ó
can be evaluated fol-
lowing similar steps in obtaining E
î
h2c(t)h
2
c(̺)
ó
. Using identities E
î
cos
Ä
L(t)
ä
cos
Ä
L(̺)
äó
=
1
2 cos
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
,E
î
cos2
Ä
L(t)
äó
= E
î
cos2
Ä
L(̺)
äó
= 12 , and E
î
cos2
Ä
L(t)
ä
cos2
Ä
L(̺)
äó
=
1
4 +
1
8 cos
Ä
4πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
, we summarize the auto- and cross-correlations, respectively, as
E
î
h2x(t)h
2
x(̺)
ó
=
2E
î
g2x(t)g
2
x(̺)
ó
+8KRgxgx(τ) cos
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
+4K+2K2+K2cos
Ä
4πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
8(1 +K)2
(73)
E
î
h2c(t)h
2
s(̺)
ó
= E
î
h2s(t)h
2
c(̺)
ó
=
2E
î
g2c (t)g
2
s(̺)
ó
+4K+2K2−K2 cos
Ä
4πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
8(1 +K)2
(74)
where x = {c, s}. Inserting (73) and (74) into (33) yields (34).
E. Proof of (27): Variance of time-average correlations for Simulator B
The variance of the time-average autocorrelation of the real part for Simulator B is Var[R˜gcgc(τ)] =
E[R˜2gcgc(τ)]− (Rgcgc(τ))2. The first term is evaluated as
E[R˜2gcgc(τ)]=
1
4M2N2
E
[ N,M∑
n,m=1
Ä
A˜n(τ)B˜m(τ)+C˜n(τ)D˜m(τ)
ä N,M∑
p,q=1
Ä
A˜p(τ)B˜q(τ)+C˜p(τ)D˜q(τ)
ä]
=
1
4N2M2
(
E
ñ N,N∑
n,q=1
A˜n(τ)A˜q(τ)
M,M∑
m,p=1
B˜m(τ)B˜p(τ)
ô
+2E
ñ N,N∑
n,q=1
A˜n(τ)C˜q(τ)
M,M∑
m,p=1
B˜m(τ)D˜p(τ)
ô
+ E
ñ N,N∑
n,q=1
C˜n(τ)C˜q(τ)
M,M∑
m,p=1
D˜m(τ)D˜p(τ
ô)
(75)
We have the following identities:
E
î N,N∑
n,q=1
A˜n(τ)A˜q(τ)
ó
= N2J20 (2πf1τ) + E
î N∑
n=1
A˜n(τ)A˜n(τ)
ó
−
N∑
n=1
E
î
A˜n(τ)
ó
E
î
A˜n(τ)
ó
= N2J20 (2πf1τ) +
N
2
+
NJ0(4πf1τ)
2
− ξ(f1, τ) (76)
E
î N,N∑
n,q=1
C˜n(τ)C˜q(τ)
ó
= E
î N,N∑
n,q=1
A˜n(τ)A˜q(τ)
ó
(77)
E
î M,M∑
m,p=1
B˜m(τ)B˜p(τ)
ó
=E
î M,M∑
m,p=1
D˜m(τ)D˜p(τ)
ó
=M2J20 (2πf2τ)+
M
2
+
MJ0(4πf2τ)
2
− ξ(f2, τ) (78)
E
î N,N∑
n,q=1
A˜n(τ)C˜q(τ)
ó
= N2J20 (2πf1τ) + VA˜C˜ (79)
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E
î M,M∑
m,p=1
B˜m(τ)D˜p(τ)
ó
= M2J20 (2πf2τ) + VB˜D˜ (80)
where VA˜C˜ =
∑N
n=1
Ä
E[A˜n(τ)C˜n(τ)] − E[A˜n(τ)]E[C˜n(τ)]
ä
, VB˜D˜ =
∑M
m=1
Ä
E[B˜m(τ)D˜m(τ)] −
E[B˜m(τ)]E[D˜m(τ)]
ä
. Inserting (76) to (80) into (75), we obtain
E[R˜2gcgc(τ)]=
1
4M2N2
(
2
Ä
N2J20 (2πf1τ) +
N
2
+
NJ0(4πf1τ)
2
− ξ(f1, τ)
ä
×
Ä
M2J20 (2πf2τ)+
M
2
+
MJ0(4πf2τ)
2
− ξ(f2, τ)
ä
+2
Ä
N2J20 (2πf1τ)+VA˜C˜
äÄ
M2J20 (2πf2τ)+VB˜D˜
ä)
=
1
8M2N2
(Ä
2N2J20 (2πf1τ)+N+NJ0(4πf1τ)−2 ξ(f1, τ)
ä
×
Ä
2M2J20 (2πf2τ)+M+MJ0(4πf2τ)−2 ξ(f2, τ)
ä
+4
Ä
N2J20 (2πf1τ)+VA˜C˜
äÄ
M2J20 (2πf2τ)+VB˜D˜
ä)
(81)
Recall
Ä
R˜gcgc(τ)
ä2
= J20 (2πf1τ)J
2
0 (2πf2τ). We have
Var[R˜gcgc(τ)] =
1
8M2N2
(
2M2J20 (2πf2τ)
Ä
N +NJ0(4πf1τ)− 2 ξ(f1, τ) + 2VA˜C˜
ä
+ 2N2J20 (2πf1τ)
Ä
M +MJ0(4πf2τ)− 2 ξ(f2, τ) + 2VB˜D˜
ä
+
Ä
N+NJ0(4πf1τ)− 2 ξ(f1, τ)
äÄ
M+MJ0(4πf2τ)− 2 ξ(f2, τ)
ä
+4VA˜C˜VB˜D˜
)
(82)
Reorganizing (82), one can obtain (27).
The variance of time-average autocorrelation of the imaginary part of Simulator B is Var[R˜gsgs(τ)] =
E[R˜2gsgs(τ)] − (Rgsgs(τ))2. The first term is evaluated as
E[R˜2gsgs(τ)]=
1
4M2N2
E
[ N,M∑
n,m=1
Ä
A˜n(τ)D˜m(τ)+C˜n(τ)B˜m(τ)
ä N,M∑
p,q=1
Ä
A˜p(τ)D˜q(τ)+C˜p(τ)B˜q(τ)
ä]
=
1
4N2M2
(
E
ñ N,N∑
n,q=1
A˜n(τ)A˜q(τ)
M,M∑
m,p=1
D˜m(τ)D˜p(τ)
ô
+2E
ñ N,N∑
n,q=1
A˜n(τ)C˜q(τ)
M,M∑
m,p=1
B˜m(τ)D˜p(τ)
ô
+ E
ñ N,N∑
n,q=1
C˜n(τ)C˜q(τ)
M,M∑
m,p=1
B˜m(τ)B˜p(τ)
ô)
(83)
We have Var[R˜gsgs(τ)] = Var[R˜gcgc(τ)].
F. Proof of (39): Variance of time-average correlations for Simulator D
We present the derivation of the variance of the time-average autocorrelation of the in-phase component
in (39), while the same steps can be applied to obtain the variance of the time-average autocorrelation of
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the quadrature component. The variance of the time-average autocorrelation of the in-phase component
for simulator D is Var
î
R˜hchc(τ)
ó
= E[R˜2hchc(τ)]−
Ä
Rhchc(τ)
ä2
. The first term is evaluated as
E[R˜2hchc(τ)] = E
ñÇ
R˜gcgc(τ) +K cos
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
2(1 +K)
å2ô
=
1
4(1 +K)2
(
E
î
R˜2gcgc(τ)
ó
+ 2K cos
Ä
2πf3τ cos(φ3)
ä
E
î
R˜gcgc(τ)
ó
+
Ä
K cos(2πf3τ cos(φ3))
ä2) (84)
Recall E[R˜gcgc(τ)] = J0(2πf1τ)J0(2πf2τ). Using E
î
R˜2gcgc(τ)
ó
obtained in Appendix E and Rhchc(τ)
from Appendix B, it is easy to obtain (39).
G. Proof for PDF of envelope for Simulators A and B
The pdf and phase distribution of Simulators A and B are readily available in the literature [28]. Denote
g = g1g2 = gc + jgs, g1 = x1 + jx2, g2 = y1 + jy2, x1, x2 ∼ N (0, σ21), and y1, y2 ∼ N (0, σ22) are i.i.d.
zero mean Gaussian normally distributed. The joint PDF for the real and imaginary parts of g is given
as pgcgs(gc, gs) =
1
2πσ21σ
2
2
K0
Ç√
g2c+g
2
s
σ1σ2
å
. To find the pdf of the envelope, we transform the Cartesian
coordinates (gc, gs) to polar coordinates (z, η), where z =
»
g2c + g
2
s , and η = arctan
(
gs(t)
gc(t)
)
. The
resulted transformation Jacobian is 1/z. The joint pdf of the envelope and phase is given by pz,η(z, η) =
zpgcgs(gc, gs) =
z
2πσ21σ
2
2
K0
Ç
z
σ1σ2
å
. The PDF of the envelope is obtained as pz(z) = zσ21σ22K0
Ç
z
σ1σ2
å
.
Recognizing σ1 = σ2 = 1/
»√
2 for Simulators A and B, one can obtain the PDF of their envelopes.
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